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Autoscaling system can recongure cloud-based services and applications, through various congurations
of cloud soware and provisions of hardware resources, to adapt to the changing environment at runtime.
Such a behavior oers the foundation for achieving elasticity in modern cloud computing paradigm. Given
the dynamic and uncertain nature of the shared cloud infrastructure, cloud autoscaling system has been
engineered as one of the most complex, sophisticated and intelligent artifacts created by human, aiming to
achieve self-aware, self-adaptive and dependable runtime scaling. Yet, existing Self-aware and Self-adaptive
Cloud Autoscaling System (SSCAS) is not mature to a state that it can be reliably exploited in the cloud. In this
article, we survey the state-of-the-art research studies on SSCAS and provide a comprehensive taxonomy for
this eld. We present detailed analysis of the results and provide insights on open challenges, as well as the
promising directions that are worth investigated in the future work of this area of research. Our survey and
taxonomy contribute to the fundamentals of engineering more intelligent autoscaling systems in the cloud.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Modern IT companies, from small business to large enterprises, increasingly leverage cloud comput-
ing to improve their prots and reduce the costs. roughout all the Soware-as-a-Service (SaaS),
Platform-as-a-Service (PaaS) and Infrastructure-as-a-Service (IaaS) levels, one of the pronounced
benets of the cloud is referred to as elasticity, which reects the extent to which a system can
adapt to the workload uctuations by adjusting congurations and resource provisioning close
to the demand. In certain predictable scenarios where the environmental condition has strong
and stable seasonality, the congurations and resources can be approximately specied by hu-
man experts in advance. Nevertheless, for many other cases, for examples, unexpected workload
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changes, elasticity can be only enabled by runtime automatic scaling, or simply autoscaling: a
dynamic process, oen operating on a Physical Machine (PM), that adapts soware congurations
(e.g., threads, connections and cache, etc) and hardware resources provisioning (e.g., CPU, memory, etc)
on-demand, according to the time-varying environmental conditions. e ultimate goal of autoscaling
is to continually optimize the non-functional ality of Service (QoS) (e.g., response time and
throughput) and cost objectives for all cloud-based services1; thus their Service Level Agreement
(SLA) and budget requirements can be beer complied with. In particular, autoscaling systems help
to realize elasticity by providing timely and elastic adaptation in scales, which is one of the key
benet of cloud computing that aracts a wide range of practitioners [109][122]. Comparing with
the other cloud resources management in general, autoscaling system has been specically designed
for: (i) scaling cloud-based applications in response to dynamic changes in load, uncertainties in
operations, handling multitenancy while ensuring Service Level Agreement compliance etc. In
contrast, other resource management tasks, e.g., resource scheduling, oen work on planned and
deterministic sequence of resource demand. (ii) Adapting both the soware congurations and
hardware resources (and their interplays) that span over all SaaS, PaaS and IaaS levels, whereas
most of the other resource management considers hardware resources and IaaS only. (iii) Taking
the QoS for cloud-based applications/services at the centre of the concerned objectives (explicitly
or implicitly) while the other resource management tasks oen focus on resource utilization.
From the literal meaning of the word ‘autoscaling’, it is obvious that the process is dynamic and
requires the system to adapt itself subject to the dynamic and uncertain state of the services being
managed and the environment. In such a way, the cloud-based services, running on a Virtual Ma-
chine (VM) or containers, can be ‘expanded’ and ‘shrink’ according to the environmental conditions
at runtime. is characteristic has made autoscaling systems well-suited to the broad category of
self-aware and self-adaptive systems [47] [56] [128]. However, given the unique characteristics of
cloud, engineering Self-aware and Self-adaptive Cloud Autoscaling System (SSCAS) poses many
challenges, including ecient autoscaling architectural styles, accurate model to predict the ef-
fects of autoscaling decision2 on the quality aributes, appropriate granularity of runtime control
and eective trade-o decision making. In particular, a SSCAS should be able to handle various
dimensions of QoS aributes, soware conguration and hardware resources, in the presence of
QoS interference [100] [127] [141] [111] where the quality of a single cloud-based service can be
inuenced by the dynamic behaviors of its neighbors on a PM, i.e., the other co-located services
and co-hosted VMs or containers, under the sharing infrastructure of cloud.
In this article, we provide a survey and taxonomy for the landscape of SSCAS research to beer
understand the state-of-the-arts and to identify the open challenges in the eld. In particular, we fo-
cus on cloud autoscaling researches with respect to the well-known principles of self-awareness [34]
and self-adaptively [128] in computing systems, as well as the fundamental approaches and tech-
niques that realize them. Broadly speaking, we aim to answer the following research questions: (i)
What are the levels of self-awareness and self-adaptivity that have been captured in SSCAS? (ii)
What are the architectural paerns used for engineering SSCAS? (iii) What are the approaches
used to model the quality related to SSCAS? (iv) What is the granularity of control in SSCAS? (v)
What are the approaches used for decision making in SSCAS? In a nutshell, our key ndings are:
• Stimulus-, time- and goal-awareness are the most commonly considered self-awareness levels in
current SSCAS research while self-conguring and self-optimizing are more aractive than the
others on self-adaptivity (Please refer to Section 2.3 and 2.2 for their denitions, respectively).
1Service could refer to an entire application, or any conceptual part within an application.
2Each autoscaling decision is a specic combination of congurations and/or resource provisions that achieves certain
outcomes on the targeted objectives.
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• It was found that the general and simple feedback loop architectural paern (and its variations)
has been prominent for engineering SSCAS.
• Analytical and machine learning based modeling have been the most widely used approaches for
modeling the eects of autoscaling decision on quality aributes. But surprisingly, systematic
selection of model’s input features and QoS interference are rarely considered for SSCAS.
• e level of service/application is the most popular granularity of control for SSCAS.
• Explicit optimization driven decision making is the most commonly used approach in SSCAS,
but most of them have assumed single objective or using weighted sum aggregation of objectives.
Further, we noted that QoS interference is again absent in many studies.
In addition, we obtain the following insights on the open challenges for future research of the eld:
• ere is a lack of considering required knowledge and its representation for SSCAS architecture
with respect to the principles of self-awareness [34], thus urging further investigations. is can
help to reason about and prevent improper design decisions, leading to beer self-adaptivity.
• Despite that QoS interference has been found to be an important issue [100] [127] [141] [111], it
is oen overlooked in both the QoS modeling and decision making aspects of SSCAS. erefore,
we call for novel and eective approach to manage and mitigate QoS interference in cloud.
• Most studies aempt to scale hardware resources at the IaaS level only. However, a mature SSCAS
should additionally consider the soware congurations related to the cloud-based services and
their interplay with the hardware resources, as found in recent studies [39] [152] [111].
• Instead of using xed granularity of control (i.e., the boundary of decision making is on each
service/application, VM/container, PM or cloud), future SSCAS should consider more exible
ones, e.g., dynamic and hybrid level, as discovered in recent studies [118] [144] [46].
• e assumption of autoscaling bundles (e.g., the VM instances from Amazon EC2) has been
made in a considerable amount of SSCAS studies. However, it is known that renting bundles
cannot and does not reect the interests of consumers and the actual demand of their cloud-
based services [78]. us, considering arbitrary and custom combinations of congurations and
resources is an inevitable trend in the cloud computing paradigm.
• Considering multi-objectivity in SSCAS is a must in order to create beer diversity and possibly
beer trade-o quality without the needs of weights specication. In addition, how to achieve
balanced trade-o over the set of non-dominated solutions is worth investigating [49].
• More real world cases and scenarios are needed as this can be the only way to fully verify the
potentials, eectiveness and impacts of SSCAS.
is article is structured as follows: Section 2 introduces the background and challenges. Section 3
compares our work with the other reviews. A taxonomy and ndings of the survey, with respect to
dierent aspects of a SSCAS, are presented in Section 4. Section 5 discusses on the ndings and
presents the open challenges we learned. Section 6 presents the conclusion.
2 BACKGOUND
2.1 Autoscaling System in Cloud
Given that it is almost impossible to access the low level details of cloud-based services (e.g., their
codes and algorithms) at runtime, an autoscaling system oen consist of two physical parts: a
managing part containing the autoscaling engine and a manageable part encapsulating services
and VMs/containers running in the cloud. e two physical parts are seamlessly and transparently
connected for realizing the entire autoscaling process, known as external adaptation [56] [128].
e external adaptation of an autoscaling system is shown in Figure 1. As we can see, the core
of an autoscaling system in the cloud is the autoscaling engine, which can consist of multiple
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Fig. 1. The conceptual design of an autoscaling system. (Note that this figure represents the conceptual design of an
autoscaling system in cloud. Practical deployment of the autoscaling engine can be either centralized, or decentralized
where there are dierent engines, each of which is running on a PM.
logical aspects. A typical example of autoscaling system is a feedback loop that covers monitoring
and scaling: the former gathers the service’s or application’s current state while the laer utilizes
the information to decide an action aer being analyzed and reasoned about by the autoscaling
engine. Given the multi-tenant nature of cloud, cloud-based services oen come with dierent
QoS objectives, SLA requirements and budget constraints, etc. e ultimate goal of an autoscaling
system is to adapt those cloud-based services, through scaling the related soware congurations
and hardware resources, in such a way that their objectives are continually optimized. To execute
an autoscaling decision, the scaling actions could be vertical (scale up/down where changes occurs
on a VM/container), horizontal (scale in/out that adds/removes other VMs/containers), or both.
2.2 Self-Adaptivity in Soware Systems
e broad category of automatic and adaptive systems aim to deal with the dynamics that the
system exhibited without human intervention; but this does not necessarily involve uncertainty,
i.e., there are changes related to the system but it is easy to know when they would occur and
the extent of these changes. Self-adaptivity, being a sub-category, is a particular capability of the
system to handle both dynamics and uncertainty. Here, self-adaptive systems refer to the systems
that are capable to adapt their behaviors according to the perception of the uncertain environment
and its own state. To date, self-adaptivity in soware systems remain an important and challenging
research eld [55][92][51]. According to the adaptive behaviors, self-adaptivity can be regarded as
the following four properties, each of which covers a specic set of goals, as discussed by [128]:
• Self-conguring: “e capability of reconguring automatically and dynamically in response to
change by installing, updating, integrating, and composing/decomposing soware entities.” [128]
• Self-healing: “is is the capability of discovering, diagnosing, and reacting to disruptions.
It can also anticipate potential problems, and accordingly take proper actions to prevent a
failure.” [128]
• Self-optimizing: “is is also called self-tuning or self-adjusting, is the capability of managing
performance and resource allocation in order to satisfy the requirements of dierent users, e.g.,
response time, throughput and utilization.” [128]
• Self-protecting: “is is the capability of detecting security breaches and recovering from
their eects. It has two aspects, namely defending the system against malicious aacks, and
anticipating problems and taking actions to avoid them or to mitigate their eects.” [128]
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2.3 Self-Awareness in Soware Systems
In contrast, self-awareness is about the capability of a system to acquire knowledge about its
current state and the environment. Such knowledge permits beer reasoning about the system’s
adaptive behaviors. Consequently, self-awareness is oen seen as the lowest level of abstraction
of self-adaptivity [128], and thus it can improve the basic perceptions and self-adaptivity of a
system [54] [102] [101] [53]. Inspired from the psychology domain, Becker et al. [34] have classied
self-awareness of a computing system into the following general capabilities (they have used node
to represent any conceptual part of a system being managed):
• Stimulus-aware: “A node is stimulus-aware if it has knowledge of stimuli. e node is not
able to distinguish between the sources of stimuli. It is a prerequisite for all other levels of
self-awareness.” [34]
• Interaction-aware: “A node is interaction-aware if it has knowledge that stimuli and its own
actions form part of interactions with other nodes and the environment. It has knowledge via
feedback loops that its actions can provoke, generate or cause specic reactions from the social
or physical environment.” [34]
• Time-aware: “A node is time-aware if it has knowledge of historical and/or likely future
phenomena. Implementing time-awareness may involve the node possessing an explicit memory,
capabilities of time series modeling and/or anticipation.” [34]
• Goal-aware: “A node is goal-aware if it has knowledge of current goals, objectives, preferences
and constraints. It is important to note that there is a dierence between a goal existing implicitly
in the design of a node, and the node having knowledge of that goal in such a way that it can
reason about it. e former does not describe goal-awareness; the laer does.” [34]
• Meta-self-aware: “A node is meta-self-aware if it has knowledge of its own capability(ies)
of awareness and the degree of complexity with which the capability(ies) are exercised. Such
awareness permits a node to reason about the benets and costs of maintaining a certain capability
of awareness.” [34]
3 COMPARISON TO RELATED SURVEYS
Research on cloud autoscaling systems and the related topics have been reviewed in some other
surveys. For example, Manvi and Shyam [113] present a review on resource management in the
cloud, particularly at the IaaS level. ey have provided a board survey on dierent issues related
to managing cloud resources, e.g., resource adaptation, resource mapping and resource brokering
etc. While resource management has some similarities to autoscaling, they lie in dierent levels of
abstraction: the laer is more specic than the former. In other words, cloud autoscaling is one,
but probably the most important part of the board cloud resource management. Another review
from Mana [112] is explicitly concerned with VM to PM mapping problem which is also belong to
the cloud resource management category, but is oen regarded as a fundamentally dierent issue
to cloud autoscaling. Ardagna et al. [27] present a survey on QoS modeling and its application in
the cloud. Indeed, QoS is the major concern for a cloud autoscaling system, but its management
can be governed by various dierent approaches other than autoscaling, e.g., load balancing and
admission control, which are also covered in [27]. In contrast to the above, our survey has explicitly
focused on automatically scaling soware conguration and hardware provisioning in the cloud in
order to change the capacity of cloud-based services to handle the dynamic workloads.
Al-Dhuraibi et al. [22] present a review on elastic autoscaling approaches in the cloud, specically
focusing on the physical infrastructure level support, e.g., benchmarking and containerization
techniques. Our survey, in contrast, is primarily concerned with the logical architecture and
algorithmic level techniques for achieving dierent aspects of cloud autoscaling, e.g., modeling
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and decision making.  et al. [122] also survey autoscaling approaches for a special type of cloud
application, i.e., web applications, with a coarse correlation to self-adaptivity, e.g., if an approach is
self-adaptive or not; while our survey is application agnostic and we present ner correlation of
an approach to dierent levels of self-adaptivity, e.g., self-optimization. e most related survey
from the literature is probably the one by Lorido-Botran et al. [109], in which dierent category
of algorithmic level techniques for QoS modeling and decision making in cloud autoscaling are
reviewed. However, their survey diers from ours in the following three aspects: (i) they have
not provided a comprehensive taxonomy on the cloud autoscaling problem; such a taxonomy (i.e.,
modeling, architecture, granularity and decision making), which we will present in the next section,
is important as it clearly state the open problems and challenges related to dierent aspects of
the cloud autoscaling domain, providing beer clarications and clearer directions for researchers
on this research eld. (ii) In addition, Lorido-Botran et al. [109] did not explicitly link the cloud
autoscaling systems to dierent levels of self-awareness and self-adaptivity, which is one of the
key contributions of our survey. (iii) Finally, we discuss the open problems and challenges of cloud
autoscaling systems in a broader fashion.
In summary, our survey diers from the other similar reviews in the following:
– We present a focused survey on the logical architecture and algorithmic level techniques for
cloud autoscaling which are application agnostic.
– We explicitly correlate the reviewed approaches with dierent levels of self-awareness, self-
adaptivity and the required knowledge in a ne grained manner.
– We provide a claried taxonomy that covers dierent logical aspects for engineering cloud
autoscaling systems, and classify every study accordingly.
– We discuss the open problems and challenges of cloud autoscaling systems in a broader fashion.
4 TAXONOMY AND SURVEY RESULTS FOR SSCAS
In this section, we present a taxonomy and survey results for the state-of-the-art SSCAS research
obtained from our review process.
4.1 Review Process and Researchestions
e review is intended to create a broad scope to cover the landscape of SSCAS research. Particularly,
the following research questions serve as the main drivers of this review:
• RQ1: What are the levels of self-awareness and self-adaptivity that have been captured in SSCAS?
• RQ2: What are the architectural paerns used for engineering SSCAS?
• RQ3: What are the approaches used to model the quality related to SSCAS?
• RQ4: What is the granularity of control in SSCAS?
• RQ5: What are the approaches used for decision making in SSCAS?
e following prominent indexing services were used during the review: IEEE Xplore, ACM
Digital Library, Science Direct, ISI Web of Knowledge, and Google Scholar. e search term was
”Cloud computing” AND ”Autoscaling” AND (”QoS modeling” OR ”Performance modeling” OR
”decision making” OR ”optimization” OR ”Architecture” OR ”Interference” OR ”Resource allocation”
). Aer applying inclusion (e.g., considering only journal, conference, and workshop papers) and
exclusion criteria (e.g., removing duplicate entries and considering only the extended version) to
the initial search result, the review has ended with the total of 109 studies.
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Fig. 2. A taxonomy of SSCAS research.
4.2 A Taxonomy of SSCAS Research
e overall taxonomy, concluded from the extracted studies, is given in Figure 2. As we can see,
current research on SSCAS oen require sophisticated designs in dierent highest leveled logical
aspects of the autoscaling engine, which we have classied and discussed as the following:
– Self-Awareness: is is concerned with the ability to acquire and maintain knowledge about
the system’s own states and the environment, as specied in Section 2.2. e key challenges here
are which level(s) of knowledge is required for a SSCAS, what does it means for certain level in
the problem context, (e.g., what does interaction refers to?) and what is the representation for
dierent levels of knowledge, e.g., how do we represent goals in the SSCAS?
– Self-Adaptivity: is is about the ability to change the system’s own behavior with specic
goals in mind, as specied in Section 2.3. Oen, the required levels of self-adaptivity depending
on the requirements, but they could be also related to the specic levels of knowledge that the
SSCAS is able to capture, e.g., the SSCAS has to be goal-aware to achieve self-optimization.
– Architectural Paern: Autoscaling architecture is the most essential element of SSCAS. It
describes the structure of the autoscaling process, the interaction between components and the
modularization of the other important logical aspects in autoscaling. e challenge of architecting
SSCAS is concerned with how to systematically capture dierent logical aspects (e.g., decision
making) of SSCAS using a given architectural paern. More importantly, how to encapsulate
these aspects and the algorithms that realizes them into dierent components of the paern.
– QoS Modeling: While modeling the cost incurred by cloud-based services is straightforward,
modeling the QoS is oen much more complex and challenging. Here, the QoS modeling is
concerned with the sensitivity of QoS with respect to the environment conditions (e.g., workload)
and the control knobs (e.g., soware congurations and hardware resources). e resulting model
is a powerful tool to assist the autoscaling decision making process. Without loss of generality,
in this article, we use cloud primitives to refer to both control knobs and environmental
conditions in the cloud. In particular, we further decompose the notion of primitives into two
categories, termed control primitive and environmental primitive. Control primitives refer
to the internal control knobs that can be either soware or hardware. ey are the fundamental
features that can be controlled by the cloud providers to support QoS. Specically, soware control
primitives are the key cloud congurations at the soware level, e.g., the number of threads in the
thread pool, the buer size and the cache size, etc. In contrast, hardware control primitives refer
to the computational resources, such as CPU, memory and bandwidth, etc. Typically, soware
control primitives exist on the PaaS layer while the hardware control primitives present on the
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IaaS layer. It is worth noting that considering soware control primitives when autoscaling
in the cloud is a non-trivial task, as they have been proved to be important features that can
signicantly inuence the QoS [39] [152] [111]. e environmental primitives, on the other hand,
refer to those external stimuli that is uncontrollable but can cause dynamics and uncertainties in
the cloud. ese, for example, can be the workload, incoming data, node failure, etc. e above
examples of primitives listed above are not exhaustive, Ghanbari et al. [78] have provided a more
completed and detailed list of the possible control primitives in cloud.
e challenges of QoS modeling include: (i) which primitives should be selected as model’s
input features; (ii) how does the QoS change in conjunction with those primitives; (iii) how to
incorporate the information of QoS interference into the model; (iv) whether the model is built
oine or online; (v) and whether the model is dynamic, semi-dynamic or static.
– Granularity of control: Determining the granularity of control in the autoscaling engine is
essential to ensure the benets (e.g, QoS and cost objectives) for all cloud-based service. It is
concerned with understanding whether certain objectives can be considered in isolation with
some of the others, i.e., the boundary of decision making. is is because objective-dependency
(i.e., conicted or harmonic objectives) oen exist in the decisions making process, which implies
that the overall quality of autoscaling can be signicantly aected by the inclusion of conicted
or harmonic objectives when making decision, hence rendering it as a complex task. is is
especially important for the shared cloud infrastructure where objective-dependency exists for
both intra- and inter-services. at is to say, objective-dependency is not only caused by the
nature of objectives (intra-service), e.g, throughput and cost objective of a service; but also by the
QoS interference (inter-services) due to the co-located services on a VM/container and co-hosted
VMs/containers on a PM [39] [152] [111] [127].
Here, the challenges are which granularity of control to use, what is the basic entity to control
(e.g., application or VM), and whether the control is in a centralized or decentralized manner.
– Decision making: e nal logical aspect in autoscaling logic is the dynamic decision making
process that produces the optimal (or near-optimal) decision, which consists of the newly
congured values of the related control primitives, for all the related objectives. In the presence
of objective dependency, autoscaling decision making requires to resolve complex trade-os,
subject to the SLA and budget requirements. e trade-o decision can be then executed using
either vertical (scale up/down) and/or horizontal scaling actions (scale in/out), which adapt the
cloud-based services and/or VMs/containers correspondingly.
e challenges of decision making in SSCAS include: (i) how to reason about and search for
the eected adaptation decisions; (ii) what are the objectives, their representations and conicting
relations, if any; (iii) and which are the control primitives to tune.
In the following, we present our detailed ndings in regards to the taxonomy of SSCAS.
4.3 The Levels of Self-Awareness and Self-Adaptivity in Cloud Autoscaling Systems
RQ1: What are the levels of self-awareness and self-adaptivity that have been captured in SSCAS?
It is worth noting that not all the studies have explicitly declaredwhich levels of self-awareness/self-
adaptivity that they have taken into account, therefore we identied this by looking at the studies
in details with respect to the denitions of self-awareness/self-adaptivity. From Figure 3a, we can
see that stimulus-awareness, which is the fundamental level in self-awareness, has been considered
in all the studies. e time- and goal-awareness have aracted relativity similar amount of aention.
However, interaction- and meta-awareness has not been widely studied in recent SSCAS research.
In Figure 3b, we see that self-conguring and -optimizing have been predominately captured in
the studies, whereas self-healing and -protecting receive lile aentions. In particular, we found
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Fig. 3. Paper count on self-awareness, self-adaptivity levels and how knowledge is discussed on the SSCAS architecture.
no study that explicit aims for self-protecting in SSCAS. Figure 3c illustrates whether the required
knowledge representations at the SSCAS architecture level, e.g., knowledge of goal is required in
the architecture, have been discussed, implicitly discussed or explicitly discussed in the studies.
We can see that the majority of the studies surveyed do not aempt to declare what knowledge
is required in SSCAS architecture, leaving only 33% of the studies have discussed the knowledge
implicitly or explicitly.
4.4 Architectural Paern
RQ2: What are the architectural paerns used for engineering SSCAS?
We classied the predominantly applied architectural paerns for SSCAS into three categories
based on their basic form; these are Feedback Loop [38], Observe-Decide-Act (ODA) [85] andMonitor-
Analysis-Plan-Execute (MAPE) [87].
From Figure 4, we see that the generic feedback loop has been the predominant architecture
paern in SSCAS, following by the MAPE paern. Particularly, as we can observe form Table 1,
single and close feedback loop are widely exploited in SSCAS. In the following, we specify some
representative studies under each category in details.
4.4.1 Feedback Loop. Feedback loop is the most general architectural paern for controlling
self-adaptive systems, including the autoscaling systems. It is usually a closed-form loop made up
of the managing system itself and the path transmiing its origin (e.g., a sensor) to its destination
(e.g., an actuator). Here, we further divide the paern as single or multiple loops:
• 4.4.1.1 Single Loop: Single loop is the simplest, yet themost commonly used paern for SSCAS due
to its exibility. e most common practice with single loop is to build a closed feedback control
where the core is the decision making component and an optional QoS modeling component,
e.g., Ferrei et al. [70] , CloudOpt [105], SmartSLA [144] and CLOUDFARM [120], etc. Some
other studies have included an additional component for workload or demand prediction based
on either oine proling, e.g., Jiang et al. [89] and Fernandez et al. [69], or online learning, e.g.,
Kingsher [132] and PRESS [80].
Open feedback exists for single loop, as presented in Cloudine [73], where the scaling actions
are partially triggered by user requests. In particular, they use a centralized Resource and Execution
Manager to handle all the scaling actions. Apart from the general autoscaling architecture, other
eorts are particularly designed upon specic cloud providers. For example, Zhang et al. [151]
as well as Kabir and Chiu [91] propose to use a simple feedback loop for architecting autoscaling
system, which is heavily tied to the properties of Amazon EC2.
• 4.4.1.2 Multiple Loops: It is possible to use multiple loops and controllers for autoscaling in
the cloud. Here, multiple feedback loops operate in dierent levels of the architecture, e.g., one
operates at the cloud level while the others operate on each VM. e benet is that multiple
loops provide low coupling in the design of the loops for SSCAS. Notably, multiple loop control
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Architectural Pattern
Feedback Loop (89)
OAD (3)
MAPE (17)
82%
3%15%
Fig. 4. Number of papers per architectural paern.
Table 1. Detailed Classifications of Architectural Paerns for SSCAS.
Architectural Paern Style Open/Close Representative Examples
Feedback loop single
close [70], [105],[144], [121], [64], [88], [120], [75], [89], [69], [132], [74], [60], [80], [26],
[82],[107], [24], [71], [72] [40], [142], [93], [155], [149], [125], [138], [103], [139],
[57], [62], [61], [127], [141], [111], [98], [36], [145], [153], [77], [129], [148], [83],
[126], [25], [42], [90], [130], [133], [68], [131], [76], [123], [134], [63], [124], [33],
[150], [106], [135], [32]
open [73], [151], [91]
multiple close [92], [28], [29], [118], [143], [146], [94], [59], [65], [140], [147] [39], [154], [50],
[49], [47], [81], [21], [119], [96], [45], [97], [52], [48], [110]
OAD single close [136],[84], [86]
MAPE single close [104], [43], [37], [114], [41], [100], [35], [67], [66], [115], [116], [99], [31], [79]multiple close [152], [20],[46]
can be used to separate global and local controls. Among others, Kalyvianaki et al. [92] apply
multiple decentralized feedback loops for autoscaling CPU in the cloud. Although it aims to
exploit one loop per individual application, the controllers actually operate on each tier of an
application. Chen and Bahsoon [49] also leverage multiple feedback loop to auto-scale cloud
services, where each PM maintains a loop. Unlike classic feedback loop where the adaptations
occur only on the manageable part of SSCAS, their adaptations also happen on the manging part.
Multiple loop control is also eective for isolating the logical aspects of autoscaling and
management in the cloud. For instance, Wang, Xu and Zhao [140] propose a two layered feedback
control for autoscaling in the cloud. e rst layer, termed guest-to-host optimization, controls
the hardware resources, e.g., CPU and memory. Subsequently, the host-to-guest optimization
adapts the soware conguration accordingly.
4.4.2 Observe-Decide-Act. Observe-Decide-Act (ODA) loop [85] is considered as an extended
paern of the generic feedback loop. As specied in the SEEC framework [85], ODA is unique
in the sense that it decouples multiple loops to dierent roles (i.e., application developer, system
developer, and the SEEC runtime decision infrastructure) in the development life-cycle, each role
focuses on one or more steps in ODA. In such a way, ODA links the eects of human activities on
the adaptive behaviors.
Among others application of OAD in SSCAS, MNEMOS [136] has relied on OAD to realize an
integrated, datacenter-wide architecture for autoscaling resources in the cloud, in which the System
Monitor acts as the observer, the Portfolio Scheduler acts as the decider, and the VM Manager acts as
the executioner. Huber et al. [86] also use ODA for self-aware autoscaling resources in the cloud.
However, unlike traditional ODA loop, it has an additional Analysis step which is used to detect
the type of problems that trigger adaptation.
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4.4.3 Monitor-Analyze-Plan-Execute. Another paern extended from the generic feedback loop,
namely Monitor-Analyze-Plan-Execute (MAPE), is rstly proposed by IBM for architecting self-
adaptive systems. In such paern, the Decide step in OAD is further divided into two substeps,
these are Analyze and Plan, where the former is particularly designed to determine the causes for
adaptations, e.g., SLA violation; the laer, on the other hand, is responsible for reasoning about
the possible actions for adaptation. MAPE sometime can be extended by a Knowledge component
(a.k.a. MAPE-K) which maintains historical data and knowledge used by the system for beer
adaptation. MAPE can be also realized as either single or multiple loops:
• 4.4.3.1 Single Loop: MAPE (or MAPE-K) is also widely applied for SSCAS. For example, the archi-
tecture of the FoSII project [37] [114] leverages single MAPE-K to realize the self-management
interface, aiming to prevent SLA violations in cloud by devising the related actions. ey also
use the additional Knowledge (K) component to record cases and the related solutions, which can
assist the autoscaling decision making. Chen and Bahsoon [46] have realized MAPE as a single
loop where the adaptations occur on both the managing and manageable parts of the SSCAS.
• 4.4.3.2 Multiple Loops: Realizing multiple MAPE loops for SSCAS is also possible. Zhang et al.
[152] introduce an architecture for autoscaling using two nested MAPE loops. e rst loop
is responsible for adapting the soware primitives while the other loop is used to change the
hardware primitives. ese two loops run sequentially upon autoscaling, that is, adapting the
soware control primitives before changing the hardware control primitives. Similarly, BRGA
[20] utilizes MAPE to realize a framework for autoscaling in the cloud. Such solution consists of
both the local and global view of the cloud-based application.
4.5 QoS Modeling
RQ3: What are the approaches used to model the quality related to SSCAS?
QoS modeling, or performance modeling, is a fundamental research theme in cloud computing
and it can serve as useful foundations for addressing many research problems in the cloud [109],
including autoscaling. e QoS models correlate the QoS aributes to various control primitives
and environmental primitives. Clearly, these models are particularly important for SSCAS, since
they are powerful tools that can assist the reasoning about the eects of adaptation on objectives
in the autoscaling decision making process. Note that although QoS model can provide great helps
to the decision making in SSCAS, not all of the studies have considered QoS modeling as part of
their solutions. In fact, some of them rely on model-free solution, e.g., control theoretic approach,
which we will review in Section 4.7.
Typically, QoS modeling consists of two phases: the primitives selection phase and the QoS model
construction phase. More precisely, the primitives selection phase determines which and when the
cloud primitives correlate with the QoS; while the QoS model construction phase identies how
these primitives correlate with the QoS, i.e., their magnitudes in the correlation. e QoS models
QoS Modeling Approach
Analytical Model (30)
Simulation (7)
Machine Learning Model (26)
Hybrid Model (6)
43%
10%
38%
9%
Fig. 5. Number of papers per QoS modeling approach.
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Table 2. Detailed Classifications of QoS Modeling Approaches for SSCAS. (S-QUEUE=Single eue; M-QUEUE=Multiple
eues; LQN=Layered euing Network; MDP=Markov Decision Process; PCM=Palladio Component Model;
PCA=Principal Component Analysis; LR=Linear Regression; ARMA=Auto-Regressive Moving-Average; KF=Kalman Filter;
MIMO=Multiple-Input and Multiple-Output; KM=Kriging Model; RT=Regression Tree; ANN=Artificial Neural Network;
SVM=Support Vector Machine; KNN=k-Nearest-Neighbor)
Modeling
Approach Type Built
QoS Inter-
ference State Concrete Models
Analytical
model
euing model oine no static S-QUEUE (5): [151], [88], [138], [139], [89]
M-QUEUES (3): [81], [35], [103]
LQN (4): [57], [105], [104], [155]
Dependability
model
online no semi MDP (1): [41]
MODEL@RUNTIME (1): [64]
oine no static PCM (1): [86]
GRAPH (1): [62]
oine no dynamic PCA (1): [94]
Black box model oine no static EMPIRICAL-MODEL (9): [65], [37], [120], [67], [66],[21], [91], [20], [131], [116], [79], [32]
oine yes static EMPIRICAL-MODEL (1): [110]
Simulation oine no semi PROFILING (2): [69], [134]
SIMULATOR (4): [71], [40], [142], [93], [72]
Machine
learning
model
Linear online no semi LR (3): [107], [152], [61]ARMA (1): [121], [118]
KF (1): [92]
online no dynamic LR (1): [95]
online yes semi MIMO (4): [100], [127], [141], [111]
Nonlinear online no semi KM (1): [74]RT (1): [144]
ANN (4): [98] [119] [96] [45]
SVM (2): [59] [98]
CHANGE-POINT (1): [36]
online yes semi SVM (1): [124]
Ensemble
online no semi ARMA+SVM (1): [154]
ANN+ANN (1): [97]
online no dynamic KNN+LR:+RT (1): [145]
online yes dynamic ARMA+ANN+RT (2): [52], [48]
Hybrid
model
semi no semi LQN+KF (2): [75], [153]
LQN+KF+K-MEAN (1): [77]
S-QUEUE+ARMA (1): [146]
M-QUEUE+KF (1): [76]
oine yes static EMPIRICAL-MODEL+PROFILING (1): [135]
might come as three forms: (i) static models where the models’ expression and their structure
(e.g., the number of inputs and the coecients) do not change over time; (ii) dynamic models
which permits those changes; or (iii) semi-dynamic models in the sense that the expression (e.g.,
coecients) could be dynamically updated but the input features do not. Further, those models can
be built online at system runtime, or oine at the design phase of the system. In this section, we
classied the studies mainly based on the modeling methods applied to the QoS model construction
phase, since we found that the primitives selection is oen conduced using manual and static
approaches in the studies. As we can see in Figure 5, the majority of the studies has exploited
analytical model (43%) and machine learning model (38%) to predict QoS. In contrast, simulation and
hybrid model receives much less aention. From Table 2, we can obtain the following observations:
(1) Despite the high importance of QoS interference, it has not received much aention when
modeling the QoS (only 13%).
(2) Truly dynamic QoS modeling, i.e., changing both the input features and their coecients, is
still minority (7%). Other studies have merely considered changing coecients of the model
while ignoring the input features’ dynamics (54% semi-dynamic), or none at all (39% static).
(3) e concrete modeling methods applied for machine learning model is more diverse than the
methods in other categories.
Additionally, from Table 3, we can observe that:
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Table 3. QoS Modeling Approaches for SSCAS by Inputs and Output.
Outputs Cloud Primitives
QoS aributes CPU (1): [86]
number of VM (1): [64], [69]
congurations (1): [59], [111]
resources (2): [119], [127]
CPU and bandwidth (1): [141]
CPU and memory (4): [74], [118], [100], [72]
congurations and resources (6): [94], [152], [41], [52], [48], [45]
congurations, CPU and memory (1): [154]
resources and workload (8): [95], [96], [153], [71], [40], [142], [93], [79]
CPU, memory and disk (2): [62], [121]
CPU, memory and bandwidth (3): [120], [98], [115]
CPU, storage and bandwidth (2): [65], [67]
congurations, resources and workload (1): [145]
CPU, bandwidth, storage and number of VM (1): [37]
CPU, memory, workload and number of VM (1): [144]
CPU, memory, workload and bandwidth: (1) [61]
CPU, memory, storage and bandwidth (1): [66]
CPU, number of VMs and workload (1): [110]
workload and interference index (1): [124]
Response time CPU (1): [92]
number of VM (1): [81]
workload and number of VMs (4): [57], [35], [139], [155]
CPU and memory (2): [138], [151]
workload and CPU (2): [104], [146]
thread and CPU (1): [103]
CPU, memory, workload and number of VMs (2): [105], [75]
CPU, workload and number of VMs (1): [76]
Response time and workload number of VMs (1): [91]
CPU and memory (1): [21]
workload and number of VMs (1): [89]
workload, number of VMs and VM type (1): [135]
Response time and utilization number of VMs and VM type (1): [32]
Response time and
throughput CPU and memory (1): [88]CPU, memory, number of VMs and VM type (1): [134]
CPU utilization workload and number of VM (1): [107]
QoS aributes and hardware
demand congurations and resources (1): [97]CPU and workload (1): [77]
QoS aributes and workload workload and number of PM (1): [36]
QoS aributes and overhead resources (1): [20]
Cost workload and number of VM (2): [131], [116]
(1) Although most studies (65%) have only considered certain inputs/output during their experi-
ments, they have claimed that their model is compatible with any given inputs (i.e., any cloud
control primitives) and/or output (i.e., any QoS aributes).
(2) e most widely considered input dimension is CPU while the most common output is response
time (except the general one, i.e., QoS aribute).
(3) e most explicitly modeled number of outputs is three, while the most explicitly considered
number of inputs is four.
In the following, we specify some representative studies on QoS modeling for SSCAS in details.
4.5.1 Analytical Modeling. Analytical modeling approaches rely on a closed-form structure to
model the cloud-based service. ese models are oen built oine based on theoretical principles
and assumptions. Next, we further divide the analytical modeling approach into queuing theory,
dependability models and black box models.
• 4.5.1.1 euing theory: euing model and queuing network are widely applied for QoS
modeling in the cloud. ey model the cloud-based services as a single queue or a collection of
queues that are interacting through a mixture of request arrivals and completes. Specically, a
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single queue has been used to model the correlation of response time (or throughput) to CPU,
number of VM and workload. For example, depending on the assumption of the distribution on
arrival and service rate, the model can be built as M/G/m queue3 by Zhang et al. [151], M/G/m
queue by Jiang et al. [88], M/M/1 queue by E3-R [138] and JustSAT [139], and M/M/m queue
by Jiang et al. [89]. To create more detailed modeling with respect to the internal structure of
cloud-based services, multiple queues can be used to create QoS models, for example, Goudarzi
and Pedram [81] apply multiple queues to model the response time for cloud-based multi-tiered
applications with respect to number of VM and workload. eir work calculates average response
time for the queue in the forward direction throughout the tiers.
Unlike classical queuing model and queuing network, the Layer euing Network (LQN)
additionally model the dependencies presented in a complex workow of requests to cloud-based
services and applications. For instance, Zhu et al. [155] have also used LQN where the authors
employ a global M/M/m queue for the entire on-demand dispatcher and then a M/G/1 queue on
each tier of an application. e former queue correlates the response time to number of VMs,
while the laer queue models the relationship between response time and CPU of the VM that
contains the corresponding tier.
• 4.5.1.2 Dependability models: Dependability models focus on the modeling of various states for
QoS aributes. For example, in QoSMOS [41], the authors analytically solve the Markov Models
(Discrete-Time Markov Chain and Markov Decision Process) to model the QoS for services in
an application. e model correlates QoS aributes with hardware resources and workload.
Huber et al. [86] uses Palladio Component Model (PCM) as architecture-level QoS model since it
permits to explicitly model dierent usage proles and resource allocations.
• 4.5.1.3 Black box models: Black-box models handle the QoS using empirical and historical domain
knowledge. Among others, the CLOUDFARM framework [120] uses a empirical QoS model
where the correlation between certain QoS values and the required resource is captured (i.e.,
CPU). In particular, the authors assumed that the magnitudes of resources to the QoS values is
known, as specied by the cloud service or application provider. Another study from Emeakaroha
et al. [67] [66] propose an empirical model that maps the expected QoS values with CPU, memory,
bandwidth and storage based on the assumptions of the system that being managed.
4.5.2 Simulation Based Modeling. QoS models can be also generated by various simulators; here,
conducting simulations is usually a complex and expensive process and thus they are used in an
oine manner. In practice, simulation is required to be setup by the domain experts, who will
oen need to analyze, interpret and prole the data collected aer simulation runs. Specically,
Fernandez et al. [69] have relied on a proling approach that builds the QoSmodel for each bundle of
VM oine. e process is similar to a simulation modeling approach. CDOSim [71] is a framework
that simulates the actual application in the cloud to restrict the search-space for autoscaling and
to steer the exploration towards promising decisions. CloudSim [40] is a simulation toolkit that
models QoS aributes (of VM) with respect to resource allocation. It supports both single cloud and
multiple clouds scenarios. As an extension of CloudSim, CloudAnalyst [142] allows the simulation
of QoS aributes for the application deployed on geographically-distributed datacenters. Similarly,
DCSim [93] simulates the overall quality of resource autoscaling for the entire cloud.
4.5.3 Machine Learning Based Modeling. e increasing complexity of cloud-based services has
rendered the modeling process an extremely dicult task for human experts. To this end, recent
studies have exploited the advances of machine learning algorithms and theory to create more
3In queuing theory, M denote Poisson distribution; G denotes arbitrary distribution. A term M/G/m refers to Poisson
distribution of arrival rate, arbitrary distribution of service rate and there existsm servers.
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reliable QoS models. In the following, we survey the key studies that apply machine learning
approaches for QoS modeling in the cloud. In particular, we have further classied them into two
categories, these are: linear and nonlinear modeling.
• 4.5.3.1 Linear modeling: Learning algorithms based on linear models for QoS modeling in the
cloud can handle linear correlation between a selected set of cloud primitives (e.g, CPU, memory,
number of VM, workload etc) and output (i.e., QoS aributes), and they are sometime very
ecient. Simple linear models most commonly rely on linear regression, where each primitive
input is associated with a time-varying weight, e.g., Lim et al. [107], Zhang et al. [152] and
Collazo-Mojica et al. [61]. More advanced forms exist, e.g., Padala et al. [121] have used Auto-
Regressive-Moving-Average (ARMA)model that is trained continually by Recursive Least Squares
(RLS). e authors claim that the second-order linear ARMA model is easy to be estimated online
and can simplify the corresponding controller design problem with adequate accuracy.
We found that there are limited studies, which aempt to capture the information of QoS
interference in the linear QoSmodel and they only focus on the VM-level [100], [127], [141], [111].
As an example, Q-Cloud [127] has explicitly considered QoS interference by using the hardware
control primitives of all co-hosted VMs as inputs, rendering it in a Multi-Inputs-Multi-Output
(MIMO) model, which is trained by Least Mean Square (LMS) method.
• 4.5.3.2 Nonlinear modeling: Learning algorithms based on nonlinear models for QoS modeling
in the cloud is able to capture complex and nonlinear correlation, in addition to the linear one.
However, it can also produce relatively large overhead than the linear modeling. Here, existing
studies oen aim to model the correlation between hardware control primitives (e.g., CPU,
memory and bandwidth) and QoS. e nonlinear modeling can be relied on kriging model [74],
Regression Tree (RT)[144], Articial Neural Network (ANN) [98] [119] [96] [45], Support Vector
Machine (SVM) [59] [98], change-point detection [36]. For example, SmartSLA [144] employs
Regression Tree (RT) and boosting to model the QoS. RT partitions the parameter space in a
top-down fashion, and organizes the regions into a tree style. e tree is then trained by M5P
where the leaves are regression models. e study from Kunda et al. [98] presents sub-modeling
based on ANN and SVM for correlating QoS with hardware control primitives in the cloud.
Instead of building a single model for a QoS aribute, they train n sub-models, whereby n is
determined by performing k-mean clustering based on the similarity between data values of
QoS, creating more accurate and ner grained models.
• 4.5.3.3 Ensemble modeling: Examples exist for cases where multiple linear and/or nonlinear
machine learning algorithms are explored together. Among others, Chen, Bahsoon and Yao [52]
[48] exploit a bucket of learning algorithms (both linear and non-linear models). e model
accuracies are tracked continually at runtime, considering QoS interference. e best model for
a given input values, according to both local and global errors, will be used to make prediction.
• 4.5.3.4 Comparison of dierent learning algorithms: Given the various types of machine learning
algorithms, it can be dicult to determine which one(s) are the appropriate algorithms for
QoS modeling in the cloud, with respect to both accuracy and overhead. ere are researches
that have conducted empirical comparisons of dierent possible learning algorithms for QoS
modeling in the cloud [117] [108] [58].
4.5.4 Hybrid Modeling. We discovered that linear machine learning algorithms are also com-
monly used with analytical approaches to form QoS models. Specically, Grandhi et al. [75] and
Zheng et al. [153] have proposed hybrid model: to model the multi-tiered application, they have
relied on a modied LQN containing some time-varying coecients. e authors then employ
the Kalman lter as an online parameter estimator to continually estimate those coecients. e
approach proposed by Xiong et al. [146] has relied on a combined model, where a M/G/1 queue
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is used to model the correlation of workload to response time; while ARMA is used to model the
relationship between response time and CPU.
4.5.5 Dynamic Primitives Selection. We noticed that the majority of the aforementioned studies
regard the primitives selection as a manual and oine process, most commonly, they have relied
on empirical knowledge and heavy human analysis to select the important primitives as the input
features of QoS models. Although not many, there are some studies that explicitly consider dynamic
process in primitives selection, which tends to be more accurate and can be easily applied [94] [95]
[145] [48]. As an example, vPerfGuard [145] is a framework that correlates QoS aributes with re-
spect to soware control primitives, hardware control primitives and environmental primitives. e
authors achieve primitive selection based on both lter (relevance based correlation coecient) and
wrapper (i.e., hill-climbing comparison for dierent learning algorithms). Chen and Bahsoon [48]
dynamically select primitives that maximize both information relevance (between a primitive and
quality) and minimize redundancy (between already selected primitives). While explicitly modeling
the eects of QoS interference, the authors propose a fully self-adaptive approach that selects
primitives that improve prediction accuracy given a learning algorithm.
4.5.6 Workload and Demand Modeling. We found that some existing studies (e.g., [132], [129],
[96]) aempts to model the workload and demand for assisting autoscaling decision making. In
those cases, the modeling is reduced to a single dimension, where the core is to model the trend of
the workload or demand using its historical data. However, unlike QoS modeling which is oen
multi-dimensional, the single dimension in workload or demand models do not oer the ability to
reason about the eects of autoscaling decisions and the possible trade-os.
4.6 Granularity of Control
RQ4: What is the granularity of control in SSCAS?
e ultimate goal of autoscaling is to optimize the QoS and cost objectives, which are referred
to as benet, for all cloud-based services. To this end, the granularity of control in autoscaling
plays an integral role, since it determines the boundary of decision making: which and how many
objectives should be considered in a decision making process of autoscaling. In the following, we
classify existing SSCAS studies depending on what level of granularity they operate at.
As we can see from Figure 6, the predominant granularity of control is at the service/application
level where the boundary of decisions making is grouped by each service/application. Notably,
controlling at the cloud level tends to be the second most popular, leaving the other levels being
minority. Generally, the ner granularity of control implies that it is harder to achieve globally-
optimal benet but likely to generate smaller overhead. On the other hand, globally-optimal benet
can be easier reached with large overhead if the granularity of control is coarser. According to
Table 4, we can obtained the following observations:
Granularity of Control
Service/Application Level (41)
VM/Container level (20)
PM Level (5)
Cloud Level (18)
Multiple Levels (8)
45%
22%
5%
20%
8%
Fig. 6. Number of papers per granularity of control.
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Table 4. The Granularity of Control in SSCAS.
Granularity Entity Style Representative Examples
Service &
Application
level
Application Decentralized [132], [139], [69], [61], [154], [103], [88], [43], [80], [94], [107], [129], [89], [81],
[111], [30], [83], [75], [146], [126], [24], [121], [133], [68], [131], [116], [99], [31]
Service Decentralized [62], [148], [37], [114], [74], [41], [64], [138], [72], [25], [42], [91], [86]
VM &
Container level
Application Decentralized [140], [149], [82], [152], [59], [141], [127], [76],
Application Centralized [79], [135], [32]
VM Decentralized [26], [92], [90]
VM Centralized [123], [63], [124]
Container Decentralized [33], [106]
Container Centralized [150]
PM level Application Decentralized [125], [147], [39], [119], [100]
Cloud level Application Centralized [57], [28], [73], [21], [120], [104], [155], [65], [105], [151], [29], [20], [115], [136],[84], [60]
Application Decentralized [70],[143]
Hybrid levels Application Decentralized [118], [144], [110]Application Centralized [130]
Service Decentralized [50], [46], [49], [47]
(1) Most of the studies (72%) see each application as the basic entity regardless to the granularity
of control in SSCAS.
(2) Decentralization (74%) is the most popular approach for all granularity of control, except the
cloud level where centralized (or partially centralized) control is predominately exploited.
In the following, we specify each granularity of control for SSCAS in details.
4.6.1 Controlling at Service and Application Level. Service/Application level is the nest level
of control in a SSCAS. It is worth noting that by service, we refer to any conceptual part of the
system being managed. As a result, control granularity at the service/application level may refer to
independently controlling/scaling an application, a tier of an application or a cloud-based service.
We found that most of the studies have focused on controlling each cloud-based application.
ese approaches have relied on controlling the QoS and/or cost for each individual application
in isolation, and therefore, they sometimes regard an application as a service. Examples of such
include: Lim et al. [107] control the application and its required VM, in which case an application
is regarded as a service. Sedaghat et al. [129] regard application as a service, and considered the
required number of VMs and the xed VM bundles for such service.
ere are studies that explicitly controls cloud-based service in general. Among others, Copli et
al. [62] control the QoS, cost and their elasticity for each service deployed in the cloud. Yang et al.
[148] control the cost of individual cloud-based services. e FoSII project [37] controls individual
cloud-based service, their QoS and cost. Gambi et al. [74] control at the service level, where the
controller decides on the optimal autoscaling decision for cloud-based service in isolation.
4.6.2 Controlling at Virtual Machine and Container Level. VM hypervisor and container are two
fundamental infrastructure that underpin cloud computing. In particular, VM and container dier
in the sense that the former requires a full Operating System to be installed on a VM while the
laer does not. is fact allows the container to set naively with the host PM, providing much
faster creation and removal time of VM image. However, such benet comes in the expenses of
weaker security guarantees and potentially greater chances of interference, given that the container
instances have less isolation. Despite such a dierence, the two infrastructures are conceptually
similar as they both aim to provide certain level of isolation on top of the hosting PM, and thus
they can be regarded as the same granularity of control.
VM level means that the control and decision making operate at each VM in the SSCAS. In
particular, certain studies assumes a one-to-one mapping between application (or a tier) and VM and
thus they can be categorized as either service level or VM level granularity. To beer separate them
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from the pure service/application level granularity of control, these studies are regarded as VM
level granularity. Specically, FC2Q [26] regards application tier and VM interchangeably, therefore
controlling each tier of an application is equivalent to control each individual VM. Similarly,
Kalyvianaki et al. [92] control a tier of an application that resides on a VM, and the authors only
focus on CPU allocation of a VM.
4.6.3 Controlling at Physical Machine Level. Autoscaling decision making on each PM indepen-
dently is referred to as PM level control in the SSCAS. e primary intention of PM level control is
to manage the QoS interference caused by co-hosted VMs. Among the others, Xu et al. [125] [147]
control the VMs collectively at the PM level, thus the autoscaling promotes beer management of
QoS interference at the VM level.
4.6.4 Controlling at Cloud Level. e most coarse level of control granularity is at the cloud
level for SSCAS. e majority of the studies achieves autoscaling at the cloud level by using a
centralized and global controller, with an aim to manage utility ([57], [28], [44], [73], [21], [120]),
prots ([104], [155]) and availability ([65]). Among others, Ferrei et al. [70] control the QoS for all
cloud-based services in a global manner. However, the actual deployment can be either centralized
or decentralized. Similarly, CRAMP [29] uses a centralized and global controller, it controls the
entire cloud for cost and QoS. CloudOpt [105] also controls the entire cloud using centralized
control, as the considered optimization involves all the PM in the cloud.
Some of the studies have relied on a decentralized manner where a consensus protocol is
employed for controlling at the cloud granularity. For example, Wuhib et al. [143] aim to control
the entire cloud, and thus the QoS and the overall power consumption of cloud can be collectively
managed. Further, they have relied on decentralized deployment, which can reduce the overhead
of cloud-level control.
4.6.5 Controlling at Hybrid Level. We found that it is also possible for SSCAS to operate at
multiple and hybrid levels, with an aim to beer manage the overhead and global benet. For
example, Minarolli and Freisleben [118] combine both PM level and cloud level control, where the
PM level is decentralized and the objective is to optimize the utility locally. Similarly, SmartSLA
[144] aims to control the resource allocation for all the cloud-based services, therefore it utilizes a
global, cloud-level control in addition to the decentralized local control on each VM. Dierent to
the others, Chen and Bahsoon [46] exploit a dynamic schema where the multiple simultaneously
presented granularity are changed at runtime, according to the objective-dependency.
4.7 Trade-o Decision Making
RQ5: What are the approaches used for decision making in SSCAS?
e nal important logical aspect in cloud autoscaling is the challenging decision making
process, with the goal to optimize QoS and cost objectives. It is even harder to handle the trade-o
between possibly conicting objectives. Such decision making process is essentially a combinatorial
optimization problem where the output is the optimal (or near-optimal) decision containing the
newly congured values for all related control primitives. In the following, we survey the key
studies on the decision making for SSCAS. In particular, we classify them into three categories,
these are rule based control, control theoretic approach and search-based optimization.
As we can see from Figure 7, while rule-based control and control theoretic approach share
similar popularity in the studies, search-based optimization receives much more aentions than
the other two. From Table 5, we can observe that:
(1) Most of the studies (63%) in SSCAS do not aempt to consider the trade-o between objectives
during the decision making, or they handle such trade-o in the way that dierent objectives
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Decision Making
Rule-based Control (18)
Control eory (19)
Search-based Optimization (55)
20%
21% 59%
Fig. 7. Number of papers per decision making approach.
are aggregated using weighted sum (29%), which essentially converting the multiple objectives
into a single one.
(2) Explicit consideration of QoS interference (16%) is still rare during the decision making.
From Table 6 and 7 we can see that:
(1) Most of the studies (78%) claim that they can work on any given objectives, thus the QoS
aributes and cost being the most popular objectives to be improved during the decision
making process of SSCAS.
(2) Hardware resources, particularly CPU and memory, are the most commonly considered di-
mension of control primitives to be tuned in SSCAS. However, there are lile studies (9%) that
consider the interplay between soware and hardware control primitives.
(3) Considerable amount of studies (34%) has assumed bundles on the autoscaling decision, which
will reduce the search space but might negatively constrain the quality of decision making.
Observations from Table 8 shows us that:
(1) e majority of the studies (66%) has considered both vertical and horizontal scaling.
(2) Horizontal scaling receives much more aentions than the vertical one.
In the following, we specify some of the decision making approaches for SSCAS in details.
4.7.1 Rule Based Control. Rule-based control is the most classic approaches for making decision
in SSCAS. Commonly, one or more conditions are manually specied and mapped to a decision, e.g.,
increase CPU and memory by x if the throughput is lower than y. erefore, the possible trade-o
is oen implicitly handled by the conditions and actions mapping. Specically, Cloudline [73]
allows programmable elasticity rules to drive autoscaling decisions. It is also possible to modify
these rules at runtime as required by the users. Copil et al. [62] handle the decision making process
by specifying dierent condition-and-actions mapping for autoscaling in the cloud. In addition, the
rules can be dened at dierent levels, e.g., PaaS and IaaS. Similarly, Ferrei et al. [70] allow to
setup mapping between QoS expectation and actions using XML like notations.
4.7.2 Control Theoretic Approach. Advanced control theory is another widely investigated
approach for autoscaling decision making in SSCAS because of its low latency and dynamic nature.
Studies in this category could be either standard, i.e., they rely solely on the classic control theory;
or extended where additional methods are considered.
Among the others, standard controllers (e.g., Proportional-Derivative control [28] [107] [29],
Kalman control [92] [75] and Fuzzy control [26] [24] [140] ) are commonly designed as a sole
approach to make autoscaling decisions in the cloud. Specically, ARUVE [28] and CRAMP [29]
utilizes a Proportional-Derivative (PD) controller, where the proportional and derivative factors
are not sensitive to a concrete QoS model while supporting proactive autoscaling of cloud services
and applications in a shared hosting environment. Anglano et al. [26] and Albano et al. [24] apply
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Table 5. The Decision Making Approaches for SSCAS. (PDC=Proportional-Derivative Control;KC=Kalman Con-
trol;FC=Fuzzy Control;PIC=Proportional-Integral Control;PIDC=Proportional-Integral-Derivative Control;LA=Lagrange
Algorithm;ANN=Artificial Neural Network;MPC=Model Predictive Control;MA=Moving Average;QP=adratic Program-
ming;MIMO=Multiple Input, Multiple Output;RL=Reinforcement Learning;DP=Dynamic Programming;ES=Exhaustive
Search;ILP=Integer Linear Programming;MIP=Mixed Integer Programming;ACO=Ant Colony Optimization;DT=Decision
Tree;NFM=Network Flow Model;FDS=Force-Directed Search;BS=Binary Search;LS=Local Search;GS=Grid Search;TS=Tabu
Search;GA=Genetic Algorithm;PSO=Particle Swan Optimization;SMS-MOEA=S-metric Selection Multi-Objective Evolu-
tionary Algorihtm;NSGA-II=Non-dominated Sorting Genetic Algorithm-II;MOACO=Multi-Objective Ant Colony Optimiza-
tion;SAA=Sample Average Approximation
Decision Making
Approach Form Trade-o
QoS Inter-
ference Concrete Methods
Rule-based
control
None No RULES (17): [73], [62], [70], [65], [143], [115], [83], [43], [136],[84], [130], [133], [31], [123], [79], [63], [106]
None Yes RULES (1): [124]
Control
theory
Standard None No PDC (3): [28], [107], [29]KC (2): [92], [75]
FC (3): [26], [24], [140]
Weighted sum No FC (1): [126]
Extended
None No PIC+LA (1): [146]
MPC+MA (1): [68]
PIC+ILP (1): [33]
ANN+FC (1): [82]
MIMO(1): [99]
Weighted sum No FC+QPS (1): [118] PIDC+RL+ES (1): [154]
Weighted sum Yes MPC+QP (1): [100]
None Yes FUZZY-MIMO (1): [141] MIMO (1): [127]
Search-
based
optimization
Implicit None Yes RL (3):[147], [125], [39]
None No RL (1): [149]DEMAND (5): [25], [80], [42], [60], [90]
Explicit
Single No HEURISTIC (2): [148], [110]
DP (1): [151]
ES (7): [94], [139], [61], [86], [131],
[116], [150]
ILP (2): [132], [129]
MIP (1): [105]
ACO (1): [30]
LA (1): [59]
Single Yes HEURISTIC+DT (1): [111]
Weighted sum Yes ES (2): [57], [76] RS (1): [46] HEURISTIC (1): [135]
Weighted sum No ES (6): [41], [74], [89], [37], [114],
[32]
NFM (1): [104]
FDS (1): [81]
BS (1): [91]
DP (1): [120]
LS (1): [21]
GS (1): [144]
DT (1): [69]
QP (1): [121]
Weighted sum No TS (1): [155]
GA (3): [152], [119], [20]
PSO (1): [152]
Pareto No SMS-MOEA (1): [103]
NSGA-II (3): [64], [138], [72]
Pareto Yes MOACO (3): [50], [49], [47]
fuzzy control that is updated by fuzzy rules at runtime. e aim is to optimize both QoS, cost and
energy by autoscaling hardware resources. Although the authors claim they can cope with any
hardware resources, only CPU tuning is explored. ey have also ignored the QoS interference.
We have also found that control theoretic approaches can be sometime used with other algorithms
to beer facilitate the autoscaling decision making, forming extended controller: [146], [118], [82],
[126], [154], [100]. Particularly, the gains in the controllers can be further tuned by optimization
and/or machine learning algorithms, and this is especially useful for Model Predictive Control
(MPC). Among others, Zhu and Agrawal [154] utilize a Proportional-Integral-Derivative (PID) and
reinforcement learning controller for decision making with respect to adapting soware control
primitives. Such result is then tuned in conjunction with the hardware control primitives using
exhaustive search. e QoS aributes and cost are formulated as weighted-sum relation. e
autoscaling decision making process in APPLEware [100] have relied on Model Predictive Control
(MPC), with the aim to optimize a cost function that represents the local objectives and resource
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Table 6. Decision Making Approaches for SSCAS by Control Primitives and Objectives.
Objective Bundles Control Primitives
Cost Yes number of VMs (3): [30], [131], [123]CPU and memory (2): [132], [151]
CPU, memory and number of VM (1): [129], [105]
No number of VMs (1): [116]
congurations (1): [59]
CPU (1): [146]
Response time and cost Yes number of VMs (3): [57], [89], [91]resources (1): [148]
No number of VM (1): [155]
CPU, memory and bandwidth (1): [83]
CPU, memory and number of VM (1): [75]
QoS aributes and cost Yes number of VMs (1): [28]congurations and resources (1): [94]
CPU and memory (1): [69]
CPU, memory and number of VMs (2): [73], [29]
CPU, memory and disk (1): [73]
CPU, memory and bandwidth (2): [120], [61]
No CPU (4): [26], [104], [126], [24]
number of VM (2): [81], [64]
resources (2): [41], [119]
CPU and memory (6): [74], [118], [149], [125], [100], [72]
congurations and resources (4): [50], [49], [47], [46]
CPU, memory and disk (1): [121]
CPU, memory and congurations (1): [154]
CPU, storage and bandwidth (1): [65]
CPU, memory and thread (2): [140], [147]
CPU, bandwidth, storage and number of VM (1): [37]
CPU, thread, session, buer and memory (1): [39].
QoS aributes No congurations (1): [82]
congurations and resources (1): [152]
CPU, memory and bandwidth (1): [70]
thread, CPU and memory (1): [43]
CPU and memory (1): [99]
resources (1): [79]
number of VMs (1): [124]
Response time No CPU (1): [92]memory (1): [68]
CPU and bandwidth (2): [141], [127]
CPU and thread (1): [103]
CPU and number of VMs (1): [76]
CPU, memory and number of VMs (1): [106]
Yes CPU, memory and number of VMs (1): [33]
constraints at a point in time. e state of an application, together with the other autoscaling
decisions from the neighboring VMs, are collectively considered in a quadratic programming solver.
4.7.3 Search-Based Optimization. A large amount of existing studies of SSCAS relies on search-
based optimization, in which the decisions and trade-os are extensively reasoned in a nite, but
possibly large search space. Depending on the algorithms, search-based optimization for autoscaling
decision making in the cloud can be either explicit or implicit—the former performs optimization
as guided by explicit system models; while this process is not required for the later.
• 4.7.3.1 Implicit search: e implicit and search-based optimization approaches for autoscaling
decision making do not use QoS models. Similar to the control theoretic approaches, the implicit
search is also limited in reasoning about the possible trade-os. For example, the study from
Xu et al. [125] , [147] applies a model-free Reinforcement Learning (RL) approach for adapting
thread, CPU and memory for QoS and cost. e approach is however implicit, providing that
there is neither explicit system models nor explicit optimization. e authors have considered
QoS interference during autoscaling. Similarly, VScale [149] utilizes RL for making autoscaling
decisions, which are then achieved by vertical scaling. e RL is realized by using parallel
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Table 7. Decision Making Approaches for SSCAS by Control Primitives and Objectives (continued).
Objective Bundles Control Primitives
CPU utilization No CPU and number of VMs (1): [107]
CPU utilization Yes number of VMs (1):[63]
CPU and number of VMs (1): [110]
roughput Yes number of VMs (1): [130]
General utilization No congurations (1): [111]
number of VMs (1): [25]
resources (1): [80]
CPU (2): [42], [84]
CPU and memory (1): [136]
General utilization Yes number of VMs (1): [90]
CPU, memory, number of VMs and bandwidth (1):
[150]
QoS aributes and power Yes CPU, memory and number of VM (1): [143]
Response time and utilization Yes number of VM (1): [31]
number of VM and VM type (1): [32]
Response time, cost and availability No CPU and memory (1): [21]
VM consumption Yes number of VM (2): [35], [139]
SLA penalty No CPU, memory and number of VM (1): [144]
Response time, throughput, CPU utilization and cost No CPU and memory (1): [88]
Response time, throughput, CPU utilization Yes number of VMs and VM type (1): [135]
SLA and power No resources (1): [60]
SLA and power No CPU (1): [133]
Response time, throughput and cost No CPU and memory (1): [138]
Benets and overhead No CPU and memory (1): [20]
QoS aributes, utilization and cost No CPU (1): [86]
QoS aributes, utilization, number of actions No CPU, memory and bandwidth (1): [115]
Table 8. Decision Making Approaches for SSCAS by Scaling Actions.
Scaling Decision Making Approaches
Vertical RULES (1): [133]
CONTROL THEORY (4): [92], [82], [68], [99]
SEARCH-BASED OPTIMIZATION (6): [149], [41], [103], [88], [42], [111]
Horizontal RULES (6): [84], [143], [130], [31], [63], [124]
CONTROL THEORY (1): [28]
SEARCH-BASED OPTIMIZATION (13): [57], [151], [81], [139], [155], [89], [91], [30], [25], [90], [131], [116], [135]
Both RULES (12): [73], [62], [70], [65], [37], [83], [115], [43], [136], [123], [79], [106]
CONTROL THEORY (14):[26], [107], [29], [140], [118], [75], [146], [126], [154], [100], [24], [141], [127], [33]
SEARCH-BASED OPTIMIZATION (35): [147], [125], [132], [148], [120], [105], [74], [104], [94], [21], [152], [59],
[119], [69], [121], [61], [64], [20], [138], [72], [86], [39], [80], [60], [129], [46],[114], [144], [50], [49], [47], [76], [110],
[150], [32]
learning, that is to say, the authors intend to speed up agent’s learning process of approximated
model by learning in parallel, without visiting every state-action pair in a given environment.
e approaches that rely on demand prediction (e.g., the Autoex [25], PRESS [80], [129],
[42], [60] and [90]) are also regarded as implicit search. is is because the autoscaling decision
is directly predicted by the demand models, without the needs of reasoning and optimization.
• 4.7.3.2 Explicit search: In search-based optimization category, the explicit approaches for au-
toscaling decision making rely on the explicit QoS models to evaluate and guide the search
process. Depending on the dierent formulations of the decision making problem for autoscaling
in the cloud, explicit search can reason about the eects of decisions and the possible trade-os
in details. According to our survey, we found three most commonly used formulations, these are
single objective optimization, weighted-sum optimization, and pareto-based optimization.
We discovered that it is not uncommon to optimize only a single objective (e.g., cost or prot)
for SSCAS, providing that the requirements of the other objectives are satised (i.e., they are
oen regarded as constraints). For example, Kingsher [132] and Sedaghat et al. [129] use Integer
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Linear Programming (ILP) to optimize the cost for scaling the CPU and memory for VMs of an
application while regarding the demand for satisfying QoS as constraint.
To apply explicit search-based optimization for SSCAS, the most widely solution for handling
the multi-objectivity is to aggregate all related objectives into a weighted (usually weighted-sum)
formulation, which converts the decision making process into a single objective optimization
problem. e search-based algorithm include: exhaustive search [57] [41] [74] [89], auxiliary
network ow model [104], force-directed search [81], binary search [91]. For example, the FoSII
project [37] [114] regards the autoscaling decision making as case based reasoning process,
where the decision is made by looking for the similar historical cases using exhaustive search.
e solution of the most similar case is reused o solve the current one.
We noted that some studies have relied on more advanced and nonlinear search algorithms,
ranging from relatively simple ones: dynamic programming [120] and local-search strategy
[21], to more complex forms: grid search [144], decision tree search [69] [111] and quadratic
programming [121]. For example, CLOUDFARM [120] addresses the decision making based on a
weighted-sum utility function of all cloud-based application and services. e decision making
process is formulated as a knapsack problem, which can be resolved by dynamic programming.
We have also found that metaheuristic algorithms are popular for autoscaling decisionmaking
in SSCAS, because they can oen eciently address NP-hard problems with approximated results
under no assumptions of the problem. e most common algorithms include: Tabu Search [155],
Genetic Algorithm (GA) [152] [119] [20] , Particle Swarm optimization (PSO) [152]. As an
example, Zhu et al. [155] formulate the autoscaling decision making as optimize a weighted-sum
formulation of response time and cost. To optimize the objectives, the authors apply a hybrid
Tabu Search, which relied on iterative gradient descent.
Finally, pareto relation can explicitly handle multi-objectivity for autoscaling in the cloud
without the need to specify weights on the objectives [64], [103], [138], [72], [49]. For example,
in E3-R [138], the decision making problem is formulated using Pareto relation, where it is
resolved by using Non-dominated Sorting Genetic Algorithm-II (NSGA-II). Further, the approach
applies objective reduction technique with an aim to remove the objectives, which are not
signicantly conicted with the others, from the decisionmaking process. Chen and Bahsoon [49]
exploit Multi-Objective Ant Colony Optimization (MOACO) for trade-o decision making when
autoscaling cloud-based services. e authors consider the trade-o between naturally conicting
objectives and between competing services (i.e., QoS interference). Further, a compromise-
dominance mechanism is proposed to nd well-compromised trade-o decision.
4.8 Experimental Evaluation on SSCAS
Another important step in SSCAS research is to quantitatively evaluate the proposed solution,
which is oen achieved via experimental analysis. To this end, seing the experiments are of high
importance to researchers in this eld. Table 9 summarizes the common infrastructure, benchmarks
and workload trace from the considered studies. As we can see that there are studies chose to
use simulator for controlled experiments and ease of complexity. However, simulators may not
fully capture the realistic environment. As a result, custom private cloud and public cloud are
also exploited for both controlled and open experiments. Notably, custom private cloud can be
much more exible on choosing the underlying soware, e.g., one may utilize the hypervisor or
container directly or choose to use higher level soware such as OpenStack [9]. It is worth noting
that custom private and public cloud can share similar underlying soware and tools, but they
may require expertise on dierent levels of abstraction. For example, one may choose to deploy
SSCAS on a custom private cloud that makes use of Xen [19]—the same hypervisor that underpins
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Table 9. Infrastructure, Benchmarks and Workload Traces for Experimental Evaluation on SSCAS.
Experiment Setup Soware and Tools
Infrastructure
Simulator CloudSim [40], CDOSim [71], CloudAnalyst [142], DCSim [93]
Private Cloud Xen [19], VMWare ESXi [15], KVM [7], Docker [4], OpenStack [9] , Eucalyptus [5]
Public Cloud Amazon EC2 [1], RackSpace [10], Azure [8], Google Compute Engine [6]
Benchmarks RUBiS [11], RUBBoS [12], TPC-W [13], WikiBench [16]
Workload Traces Synthetic trace, FIFA98 [18], Wikipedia [17], ClarkNet [3]
Amazon EC2 [1] which contains additional high-level interfaces and restrictions. Benchmarks are
not required for simulator, but it is crucial for both private and public cloud infrastructure. A wide
range of benchmarks have been exploited to evaluate SSCAS, from simple web hosting to complex
multi-tier soware. Finally, the workload traces can be either synthetic in which a xed paern is
generated by the workload generator (e.g., JMeter [2]); or real where recorded traces form dierent
real domains are used to stress the benchmark and SSCAS.
4.9 Implementation of Scaling
e actual implementation of scaling depends on the underlying scenarios, e.g., the type of hypervi-
sor/container, the cloud-based applications and the actual cloud control primitives among the others.
Existing virtulization techniques have provided readily available commands and tools to support
autoscaling at runtime. For example, if the underlying hypervisor was Xen [19], then resource such
as CPU and memory of a VM, as well as create/destroy VMs can be scaled dynamically using the
xm command. Regarding the actual scaling methods, vertical scaling will have trivial eects on
the states of the cloud-based applications, thus they can be directly applied using the command
support by hypervisor/container. For horizontal scaling, making new replicas or removing old
one needs consistency guarantee on stateful applications/services, which can be ensured by the
underlying hypervisor through various readily available protocols. For example in Xen, horizontal
scaling can be achieved via primary-backup replication or asynchronous checkpointing, etc.
5 REFLECTIONS AND OPEN CHALLENGES FOR SSCAS RESEARCH
In this section, we reect on the nding of our survey and taxonomy; state the open challenges as
well as discuss industrial situation and pricing strategy for SSCAS.
5.1 Discussion and Comparison on Existing SSCAS Research
We now discuss the most noticeable observations by reviewing the existing SSCAS research. We
carefully position our discussions in light of the dierent logical aspects of SSCAS.
5.1.1 The Levels of Self-Awareness and Self-Adaptivity in Cloud Autoscaling Systems. Stimulus-
awareness has been considered in all the 109 studies as it is the most fundamental levels in self-
awareness principles, because it is the basic requirement for a soware system to be able to adapt.
Time- (52%) and goal-awareness (52%) receives same aention due to the fact that the objective
models oen contain historical information and they can be used to reason about goals. In contrast,
handling interaction- (13%) and meta-self-awareness (7%) are less popular as the former requires to
handle QoS interference while the laer oen come with extra complexity.
While self-optimizing and self-conguring have been the major themes for SSCAS, we found very
lile studies that considered self-healing (5%) and only one work targets for self-protecting. is
is obvious as the fundamental idea of autoscaling is not for security related purposes but for the
performance related quality, which is oen much more appealing for cloud consumers.
Also, 67% of the studies has ignored the importance of specifying the required knowledge at the
architecture level, entailing the risk of limited awareness [34].
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5.1.2 Architectural Paern. e generic feedback (82%), particularly the single and close loop,
has been the predominant architectural paern for SSCAS. MAPE (15%) is ranked the second and
OAD (3%) being the much less popular one, as OAD oen assume the involvement of human
decisions maker which is dicult in the case of SSCAS.
e reason could be due to the fact that the feedback loops are exible and simple to be realized,
providing the basic components to achieve self-adaptivity. However, such design can limit the
consideration of required knowledge for the autoscaling system to perform adaptations, or the
consideration is rather simple and coarse-grained. In contrast, such an issues has been relaxed by
OAD and MAPE as they are more stricted by predening components to capture dierent aspects
of a SSCAS. We see that MAPE is clearly more popular than OAD because the former can be good
for separation of concepts (e.g., Analyze, Plan and Knowledge) and for expressing the sequential
interactions between those concepts while the laer fails to capture runtime aspects of the SSCAS,
as it is mainly designed for decoupling loops of dierent human activities. Nevertheless, these
architectural paerns lack of ne-grained representation of the required knowledge. us, it is not
immediately intuitive what level(s) of the knowledge is required by each logical aspect of a SSCAS.
5.1.3 QoS Modeling. Both analytical model and machine learning model, included in 43% and
38% of the studies respectively, are widely exploited in QoSmodeling for SSCASwhile the simulation
(10%) and hybrid (9%) approach are clearly less popular. is could be because analytical model
is good for runtime eciency, simplicity, interoperability, and they could be very eective if all
of their assumptions are satised. However, analytical approaches generally require in-depth
knowledge about the likely behaviors of the system being modeled, i.e., some knowledge about
the system’s internal structure or environmental conditions. Such an issues is resolved by using
machine learning model which are oen assumptions free, and more importantly, they are able
to continually evolve themselves at runtime in order to cope with dynamics and uncertainty.
Nevertheless, depending on the learning algorithm, the resulting overhead can be high (e.g., the
nonlinear ones) and the accuracy is sensitive to the situation (e.g., uctuation of the data trend).
In contrast, simulation exhibits static nature and it is restricted by a wide set of assumptions,
including e.g., the distribution of workload and the eects of QoS interference, etc. needs complex
human intervention and assumptions. However, it is believe that simulations model could be the
most accurate way to model QoS when the all assumptions are satised [71]. Hybrid model, as in 6
of the studies surveyed, could potentially combine the strengths from dierent models.
We noted that only 13% of the studies intend to address QoS interferences when modeling the
QoS in SSCAS. is might be because considering QoS interference will signicantly increase the
dimensionality in the model, which in turn, rendering the problem much more complex. Such a
complexity makes human analysis very dicult, if not impossible. As a result, for those studies
that do consider QoS interference, machine learning algorithms are oen exploited.
ere are plenty of studies (61%) that consider dynamic (or semi-dynamic) structure of a QoS
model (i.e., those that denoted as both dynamic and semi in Table 2), however, the dynamic related
to the input features have been rarely researched simultaneously, i.e, only 7% of the studies (for
those that denoted as dynamic in Table 2). Indeed, changing the inputs of a model could be useful
only when the dimensionality of a model is high; that is to say, changing the input features might
not cause signicant dierence if the considered total number of inputs is around, e.g., less than
ve. e majority of the dynamic (or semi-dynamic) modeling are machine learning based, leaving
the static ones are largely analytical or simulation based. is is obvious, as the nature of those
modeling approaches determine the extents to which they can be changed when they are built.
A considerable amount of studies (65%) have claimed that their QoS models can work on any
given inputs and/or output, as shown in Table 3. is happens mostly for machine learning and
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simulation approaches. However, during experimental analysis, the highest number of QoS that
being modeled and the number of inputs were both four [52] [48]. e most commonly considered
output is response time and the inputs are hardware resources, particularly CPU, memory and
number of VM. is complies with the current trend in the cloud computing market.
5.1.4 Granularity of Control. In SSCAS research, the service/application level of granularity
is the most popular one, which yields 45% of the studies. is is because focusing on the nest
granularity of control can achieve the maximum level of scalability, which particularly ts the cloud.
However, ne granularity of control is achieved in the expenses of the globally optimal quality of
the cloud, since no interactions between service/application are considered. In contrast, focusing on
cloud-level is another extreme, which trades scalability for global optimality. Considering multiple
levels could be a solution to reach a beer trade-o as discussed in a small amount of studies (8%),
but how and when to select the levels to consider imposes additional challenges.
Notably, most of the studies (72%) has relied on the control of each application in cloud regardless
to the actual granularity of control. e reason being could be due to the fact that cloud-based
application (or a collection of services) is the most crucial unit for consumers to experience the
benet of cloud, which is a common interest for both cloud consumers and providers.
5.1.5 Decision Making. Generally, rule based control is a highly intuitive approach for autoscal-
ing decision making, and it also has negligible overhead. However, the static nature of the rules
requires to assume all the possible conditions and the eects of those decisions that are mapped to
the conditions, which is highly depending on the assumptions. To resolve such an issue, control
theoretic approach appear to be an eective solutions as it is also ecient while require very lile
assumptions. However, the major drawback of control theoretic approaches is that they require to
make many actuations on the physical system, in order to collect the ’errors’ for stabilizing itself.
is means that amateur decisions are very likely to be made. In addition both approaches lack of
handling multi-objectivity and the trade-o; they oen fail to cope with the problem where there is
a large number of autoscaling decisions, which is common for cloud. In contrast, search-based opti-
mization, especially the explicit search, makes loose assumption about the number of autoscaling
decisions and is able to nd optimality (or near-optimality) under highly dynamic and uncertain
environment. erefore as we have shown, search-based optimization, either implicit or explicit, is
the most popular approach for making decisions in SSCAS.
We noted that there is a considerable amount studies (63%) that do not aempt to explicitly
consider trade-o during decision making of SSCAS, as they assumed single objective or rely
completely on human preferences. e reason might be aributed to the fact that such formalization
is simple and straightforward, which canworkwell when there is a strong preference on an objective.
e rest studies handle multi-objectivity via either weighted sum or pareto relation.
QoS interference is again absent in many studies (84%) due to the fact that considering it will
unavoidably increase the dimensionality (i.e., objectives) during the decisions making, leading to a
more complex problem. is would make the problem unsolvable by many existing approaches.
We found that most of the studies (78%) have claimed that their decision making approach
could handle any given objectives, thus they have considered arbitrary QoS aributes and cost as
the objectives in SSCAS since these are the most critical indicator for cloud-based services and
applications. e highest number of objectives that were considered during the experiments are
ve [49] though. CPU, memory and number of VM are the most popular control primitives in
decision making because they are the most straightforward dimension to be scaled. However,
only as lile as 9% of the studies consider the interplay between soware and hardware control
primitives. To apply solution that can not handle a large search space of the decision making, one
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oen reduce the search space by introducing xed bundles, which is an assumption made by a
considerable amount of studies, i.e., 34%. However, such reduction has the risk that some good
solution can be ruled out during the process. Finally, while both vertical and horizontal scaling
have been considered in the majority of the studies (66%), focusing solely on horizontal scaling is
more popular than the vertical one as the former is more widely supported by major cloud vendors.
5.2 Open Problems and Challenges for SSCAS research
Drawing on the survey and taxonomy, in the following, we specify the open problems and challenges
for future SSCAS research andmake suggestions for potential research directions where appropriate.
• Explicit Knowledge Representations are Required in SSCAS Architecture: As we can see from
Section 4.3, only 33% of the studies intend to discuss the required knowledge at the architecture
level. is means that, in the remaining 67% work, it is more dicult to capture more complex
and advanced levels of knowledge, as evident by the fact that most work does not go beyond
the basic stimulus-awareness. Indeed, studies [34] [54] [102] [101] [53] have found that, for
self-aware and self-adaptive soware systems in general, the absence of explicit consideration
for the ne-grained representation of the knowledge in the architecture can results in, e.g.,
improper inclusion of unnecessary knowledge and/or missing important knowledge that can
improve adaptation quality when developing autoscaling systems. 67% studies which do not
discuss knowledge at the architecture level implies that such an issue is oen overlooked and it
is remain unresolved in the SSCAS context, urging the need of further investigations.
e challenge here lies in the fact of how can one systematically distinguish dierent levels
of knowledge and how they can be architected into SSCAS in a principal way. We argue that the
required levels of knowledge and their representations can be declared in light with the formal
principle of self-awareness. In particular, a potential way is to follow the handbook [54] for
mapping dierent levels of knowledge into a concrete SSCAS architecture.
• Multiple Loops can Create More Benet for SSCAS Architecture: From Section 4.4 we noted that
the majority of the studies has considered single loop, which could cause the problem of high
coupling in the design of SSCAS. e multiple loops, on the other hand, helps to achieve beer
separation between dierent aspects of SSCAS, leading to ne-grained and localized adaptation.
e challenge here is how many and at what levels of abstraction one should place the loops
within the SSCAS Architecture. We suggest that designing multiple looped SSCAS architecture
with respect to what levels of knowledge the system required could be a neat solution [47].
• QoS Interference Should be Explicitly Handled in QoS Modeling and Decision Making Process: Our
survey results (see Section 4.5 and 4.7) indicate that only less than 16% of the studies took QoS
interference into account. Missing QoS interference in the model and decision making could lead
to incorrect or misleaded autoscaling decisions, as the cloud-based services would be unavoidably
aected by the dynamic behaviors of its neighbors. However, incorporating QoS interference
rises the challenge of dimensionality which causes the model and decision making much more
complex. erefore, this challenge calls for novel approach to reduce the dimensionality, or
mitigate its negative eects, during the model and decision making in SSCAS [48] [49].
• e Interplay Between Soware Conguration and Hardware Resources is Important: Most existing
studies of SSCAS focus on hardware resources as IaaS level only. However, as shown in [39]
[152] [111] [48], various soware congurations at PaaS level could interplay with each other
and the hardware resources, which in turn, aect the QoS of cloud-based services. e challenge
is how to create a holistic approach that combines both PaaS and IaaS level in SSCAS.
• Dynamic Feature Selection is Required for QoS Modeling in SSCAS: Section 4.5 indicates that the
majority of the existing studies have ignored primitive selection in the QoS modeling or have
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been relying on manual approach, because the assumed dimensions of inputs is rather limited.
However, when both QoS interference and soware congurations are considered, selecting the
most signicant features in the model becomes a crucial task since there could be an explosion of
the primitives space [48] [145]. Challenge here lies in how to evaluate the eectiveness of feature
combination on the model accuracy while generating reasonable overhead. Given the arbitrary
types of feature, which calls for generic and ecient feature selection design for SSCAS.
• More Flexible Granularity of Control in SSCAS is Needed: Single, static and xed granularity of
control is predominately exploited in existing SSCAS research. To beer handle dynamic and
uncertainty, it could be more benecial to introduce multiple granularity and/or dynamically
adjust the granularity of control at runtime [144] [46], as the granularity of control implies a
trade-o between the global optimality of SSCAS and the imposed overhead. e challenge is
how to explicitly capture the objective-dependency when designing granularity of control.
• e Assumptions on the Bundles of Resources Needs to be Relaxed: From Section 4.7 we noted
that while most of the studies have not constrained the possible autoscaling decisions with
respect to the xed bundles, there are still certain amount of studies that heavily rely on the
xed types of bundles, e.g., a search space of 57 VM instance types on Amazon EC2. However,
renting bundles cannot and does not reect the interests of consumers and the actual demand of
their cloud-based services. We argue that future cloud autoscaling would inevitably needs to
take arbitrary combination of soware congurations and resources into account, as what has
already been supported in Google Compute Engine [6]. As a result, autoscaling decision making
imposes a challenging problem that faces with an explosion of decision space (e.g, millions of
alternatives), calling for novel and ecient approach to achieve optimal or near-optimal quality.
• e Trade-o Between Conicting Objectives Should be Explicitly Handled: As shown in Section 4.7,
the approaches have mostly ignored trade-o. ere is also certain amount of explicit search-
based optimization studies has assumed only single objective. However, this can restrict the
applicability of SSCAS as the decision making would fail in identifying good trade-o points
or strongly bias to the single objective. Alternatively, there is also considerably large amount
of studies exploit weighted sum objective aggregation, which embed the trade-o in a single
representation. However, it is well-known that the relative weights are dicult to be tailored
and a single aggregation could restrict the search, causing limitation when searching for good
decisions spread over the search space. Further, achieving balanced trade-o have only being
explored in very limited studies, e.g., [49]. e challenge here is how to search for decisions
that contain good convergence and diversity, and eventually selecting the one that has the most
balanced trade-o for scaling. We advocate that stochastic optimization approach, particularly
nature inspired algorithms, can be promising in addressing such a challenge.
• More Real World Case Studies of SSCAS are Needed: We found that real world cases and scenarios
of SSCAS, especially those with large scale and practical application, are absent in many studies.
Indeed, those studies impose many challenges beyond the perspective of research, but they can
be the only way to fully verify the potentials, eectiveness and impacts of SSCAS.
5.3 Current Industrial Situation of SSCAS
Industrial cloud providers (e.g., Amazon [1] and RightScale [14]) have been relying on model-free,
simple rule and policy based autoscaling approaches for decades. ese approaches leave the
dicult problem of how to specify rules to cloud consumers, which may work well in the beginning
when the demand and complexity of cloud-based applications are simple and straightforward.
However, recently the level of complexity (e.g., in terms of the number of cloud control primi-
tives) of cloud is changing to a state that makes human analysis very dicult, especially under
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conicting objectives and a large number of alternative autoscaling decisions [64], [103], [138],
[49]. Specically, as discussed in Section 5.1.5, those approaches suer two signicant pitfalls. (i)
ey requires understanding of the application and domain knowledge to determine the mapping
between conditions and actions, which can signicantly aect the quality of scaling [23], [152]. (ii)
ey cannot adapt to dynamically changing workload or state of the applications [119], [49].
As a result, engineering advanced SSCAS is an inevitable trend in this area; the reason why
current big cloud providers have not yet widely implemented them could be due to the fact
that SSCAS itself is not mature to the state which it can be reliably adopted. However, as our
survey reports, researchers and practitioners have been working on overcoming these challenges
for almost a decade. ere has been some aempts to apply SSCAS commercially, for example,
Microso Azure [8] has recently beneted from Aneka [137], a research eort supporting high level
framework, which contains a more advanced and complicated SSCAS that relies on search-based
optimization as part of its subsystems. Aneka’s work is an evidence of how pending industrial
challenges had informed research; the results are now incorporated in Azure. Nevertheless, we
envision more progress on enhanced, scalable and cost-eective eective solutions for both the
cloud providers and consumers.
5.4 Discussion on the Pricing for Cloud Autoscaling
Indeed, more advanced autoscaling approaches in SSCAS (e.g., machine learning and search-
based optimization) may impose additional computational resources. Furthermore, advances in
autoscaling cannot be done in isolation of pricing (dynamic metering and pricing in particular), as
both the cost and revenue are acknowledged among the drivers for the industrial need of more
advanced solutions. However, upfront investment in additional recourse can be arguably paid
o, in situations where scale and dynamic demand is eectively enabled. is can be observed
through greater pay o through beer utilization and SLA guarantee, which in turn, improve
the overall reputation and thus aracting more consumers. As analyzed in numerous existing
work [109][122][72][48][49], the additional resources spent are actually marginal compared with
the savings obtained through more accurate, eective autoscaling. In case the cloud provider wishes
to charge the consumers for the services provided by SSCAS, there could be two ways to achieve
this: (i) charging the computation utilized by the SSCAS through existing pricing schema, e.g., the
reserved or spot instance from Amazon EC2. Here, the SSCAS is an optional service which would
be priced as normal instance for the consumers’ application/services. (ii) e charge of SSCAS is
combined with the normal price per time unit in existing pricing schema, e.g., instead of charging
$1/hour of an instance, it can be priced as $1.3/hour where the extra $0.3/hour is for the SSCAS.
Here, the SSCAS is a default and mandatory service to the cloud consumers.
6 CONCLUSION
In this article, we survey the state-of-the-art research on SSCAS and provide a taxonomy based on
our ndings. Specically, we review the literature with respect to the research questions presented
in Section 4.1. According to our survey, the key ndings are:
– Stimulus-, time- and goal-awareness are the most widely considered levels of knowledge in SSCAS.
Self-conguring and Self-optimizing are the most popular self-adaptivity notions in SSCAS.
– Feedback loop is the most commonly exploited architectural paern for engineering SSCAS.
– Analytical model and machine learning based model are prominent for QoS modeling in SSCAS.
– Controlling at the level of service/application is the mostly applied granularity.
– Search-based optimization is the most common approach for making autoscaling decisions.
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Apart from those observations, we also gain many insights on the open problems and challenges
for future SSCAS research. e most noticeable ones are:
– Explicit knowledge representations are required in SSCAS architecture.
– Multiple loops can create non-trivial Benets for SSCAS architecture.
– QoS Interference should be explicitly handled in QoS modeling and decision making process.
– e interplay between soware congurations and hardware resources is non-trivial.
– Dynamic Feature selection is required for QoS modeling in SSCAS.
– More exible granularity of control in SSCAS is needed:
– e assumptions on the bundles of resources needs to be relaxed.
– e trade-o between conicting objectives should be explicitly handled.
– More real world cases and scenarios of SSCAS are needed.
We hope that our survey and taxonomy will motivate further research for more intelligent cloud
autoscaling system and its interactions with the other problems in the cloud computing paradigm.
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